
Shining a light on the 

possible 
with people, processes  
and performance

Capability Statement 

At CCS, we shine a light on what’s possible. We  
execute tasks with a laser-like focus, giving agencies a 
clear view of their organizational capabilities. We align 
human capital and assets with your vision and mission 
objectives, and we do it in a way that reduces redundancies 
and saves you money. Your goals are our goals – and 
our superior service demonstrates just that.

We are Full-time listeners 
Founded in 2017 by Retired Navy Commander  
Rodney Blevins, CSS is backed by more than 20 years 
of management, acquisition, and leadership experience. 
CCS delivers comprehensive, detailed support to federal 
agencies and private-sector organizations. With our 
management and professional services, we bring  
unparalleled solutions to the table to help achieve 
more with less.

We call ourselves full-time listeners – because that’s 
where our service starts. We have the creative and 
professional expertise to provide you with individual 
program and project management services, packaged 
for value and results.

the CSS Difference
We put you first! After an intense analysis of your goals 
and objectives, we will propose a solution designed to 
infuse industry-recognized best practices throughout 
your organization successfully. This critical, yet uncommon, 
approach will enhance your ability to execute your  
vision and strategic plan. We strive to understand you 
and your business – and that makes all the difference  
in the world!

Service and Solutions
From training employees and conducting market  
research to aligning systems and completing risk  
assessments, CCS can support any federal or private-
sector function. We will work on-site or remotely to 
handle everything from daunting challenges to  
mundane tasks. Your mission is our mission. Let  
our skilled consultants improve efficiency in your  
organization and drive you toward success.

Program Management  
& Office Support

Adjudication Support

Data Analysis & Information  
Management

Fraud Detection

Administrative & Operational  
Support

Cyber Protection & Response

Logistics & Supply Chain  
Management

Human Capital Optimization

Enterprise Architecture  
Alignment

Intelligence & Analysis

Technology Selections & Sourcing

Acquisition Support & Planning
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Unparalleled Solutions
Solutions are most effective when the structural foundation of an organization is solid. CCS is unique in 
its ability to not only deliver necessary support services to agencies, but also in its capacity to conduct 
organization “tune-ups” as well. We streamline and restructure, creating additional savings through 
“right sizing” and “right fighting.”

Our comprehensive assessment involves analyzing the infrastructure of an organization, identifying and 
isolating its issues, and then applying efficient and effective solutions to resolve them. We institute practices 
to increase information flow, eliminating silos, rigidly fragmented structures, so organizations operate 
more coherently across the board.

CHOOSE CSS AS A TRUSTED PARTNER FOR BUSINESS GROWTH
Contact Rodney Blevins, for a consultation to discuss your organizational challenges and learn how CSS 
can shine a light on the possible. 

North American Industry Classification System (NAICS)
541511 – Custom Computer Programming Services
541512 – Computer Systems Design Services
541611 – Administrative Management and General Management Consulting Services
541612 – Human Resources Consulting Services
541618 – Other Management Consulting Services
611430 – Professional and Management Development Training
611420 – Computer Training

DUNS# 080553342
CAGE Code: 7TLT2

Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business

Acquisition Support & Planning: 
We can guide you through the whole 

acquisition lifecycle, from procurement  
planning to product support.

Cyber Protection & Response: 
While keeping information safe and 

secure, we can ensure your organization stays 
federally-compliant and maintains data access.

Data Analysis & Information  
Management: Increasing visibility 

across all your operations, our proven  
techniques will improve information flow  
and simplify decision-making.

Enterprise Architecture Alignment: 
We can give you back those wasted 

man-hours spent on repetitive tasks while 
aligning systems to meet your objectives.

Human Capital Optimization: 
By making sure that the right people 

are in the right places at just the right times, 
we can enhance productivity and give you a 
happier, healthier workforce.

Program Management & Office  
Support: From establishing a Project 

Management Office to conducting a Root-
Cause Analysis, CCS can strengthen every 
function within your organization.
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